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Whether China government reform absorbs the experience of western 
government reform or not is decided by how to investigate the reform of western 
government in a correct way .Traditional perspective of government reform research 
focuses on function, organization, institution and human resources etc. With the tool 
of market orientation, private reformation and socialization widely appeared in reform 
of western public sectors, we should investigate the western government reform trend 
on tool perspective. The reform of government is always the topic of governance. 
Therefore, the hypothesis of relation between government tool and governance as well 
as the theory of governmental tool provide the foundation for constructing tool 
perspective on government reform. Undoubtedly, investigating western government 
reform on tool perspective can provide the available experience and revelation for 
China government reform on defining the tool box, the choice of tool, the feasibility 
of tool and the innovation of tool etc. 
The dissertation includes three chapters as following: 
    Research Tool Perspective of Governance. Based on the hypothesis of relation 
between government tool and governance, the chapter defines the perspective of 
governmental tool and constructs the model of government reform tool as well as the 
significance of tool analysis model. 
    Western Government Reform on Tool Perspective. The chapter elaborates 
western government reform based on the tool perspective model of government 
reform and concludes the ten tendencies of western government reform on tool 
perspective. 
    Tool Logic of Government Reform in China. From the history of government 
reform in China and the experience of western government reform, the chapter 
deliberates the puzzled of tool and the countermeasures of government reform in 
China. 
   The dissertation innovates in defining tool perspective and constructing the model 
of tool perspective of government reform based on the hypothesis of relation between 
governmental tool and governance. And then the dissertation elaborates the trend of 
government innovation in western countries on tool perspective and describes the 














governmental tool and governance, there is some unsatisfied space in the dissertation 
and the subject remains to do more research job.  
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政府工具成为 20 世纪 80、90 年代西方公共管理学和政策科学研究的一个焦点，
                                                        
① Lester M.Salamon, and Odus V.Elliot, Tools of Government: A Guide to the New Governance, Oxford 





































90 年代 有影响的著作是美国学者彼得斯和荷兰学者尼斯潘（B. Guy Peters and 
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